Membranes such as, e.g., lipid bilayers, experience a variety of interactions arising from intermolecular forces. These direct interactions can be measured when the membranes are immobilized on mica
In this way, rather detailed information has been obtained for direct interactions resulting from van der Waals, electrostatics, or structural forces.
In solution, membranes undergo thermally excited shape fluctuations on many length scales. These undulations renormalize the direct interaction and increase its repulsive part.3 In fact, sufficiently strong fluctuations overcome the attractive part of the direct interaction and lead to nontrivial unbinding transition^.^ Such transitions were first predicted theoretically on the basis of renormalization-group (RG) calculations both for f l~i d~.~ and for polymerized (or tethered or crystallineI5 membranes. For fluid membranes, the existence of these transitions has been confirmed by experiments on digalactosyl diclyceride membranes6 and by Monte Carlo simulat i o n~.~ In this case, both experiments and simulations indicate that the transition is continuous and, thus, of second order.
Unbinding phenomena can also be studied for lyotropic liquid crystals, i.e., for lamellar phases (i) in twocomponent systems of water and lipid, and (ii) in microemulsions of three or more c~r n~o n e n t s .~ For dipalmitoy1 phosphatidylcholine bilayers, an unbinding transition may have been observed with decreasing salinity, but its precise nature has not been determined so far. In some mixtures, two coexisting lamellar phases have been observed9 which implies a first-order transition from a small to a large (but finite) separation of the membranes. This seems to indicate that unbinding transitions could also be -of first order.
The shape fluctuations of a single membrane lead to a characteristic membrane roughness: A membrane segment of lateral size Ll has a typical fluctuation amplitude LL-LV0 The roughness exponent S, depends on the internal membrane structure and. in addition. on the lateral tension. Fluid membranes are characterized by S,= 1,3v4,11 while polymerized membranes have S, < I. "I2 In the latter case, recent Monte Carlo simulations indicate <==0.6.13 Lateral tension, on the other hand, strongly
reduces the undulations I4 which are then characterized by (-0(^/iog). Now consider two interacting membranes at separation 1. Their steric hindrance leads to an overall loss of entropy which can be regarded as an effective fluctuationinduced repulsion, VM -111 ^ with decay exponent =2/C.5'10 Using the aforementioned values for C, one obtains T -2 and ~= = 3 . 3 for tensionless fluid and polymerized membranes, respectively, while lateral tension implies
Other values for T are conceivable and could arise, e.g., from long-range forces within the membrane.
In this paper, we study the nature of unbinding transitions as a function of T . We find that (i) both fluid and polymerized membranes always undergo second-order unbinding transitions in the absence of lateral tension (when their bound state is governed by van der Waals forces); (ii) in the presence of lateral tension, unbinding transitions are typically first order; and (iii) membranes under tension may also undergo first-order transitions between two different bound states.
Our results are based on RG transformations for the membrane interaction. In principle, one can formulate -------exact RG t r a n s f o r m a t i o n~~~'~~ which are, however, rather difficult to study for general T . Therefore, one has to simplify these transformations by using appropriate approximation schemes. Below, we will use and compare two different approximations which are based on a hardcutoff l7*l8 and on a soft-cutoff I5*l9 procedure, respectively.
Both RG transformations act as nonlinear maps in the function space of interactions. In order to understand this action, we could iterate the transformations and study the resulting RG flow. Such an approach is, however, quite tedious and typically requires a large number of iterations. Instead, we will perform a global analysis of the fixed-point structure for both RG's which allows us to study the order of the unbinding transitions in a systematic way.
The local separation of the two interacting membranes will be denoted by z(x) where x=(x1,x2) is a parallel coordinate. For -thermallyexcited undulations, the bending free energy per unit area is given by 7 K(Vnz 2, where K is an effective bending rigidity and n = 1 + The mem- with r=2/? and dimensionless variables y -z and U Ã ' V Another approximate RG can be constructed by using a smooth-cutoff procedure,15919 which leads to the flow equation
First we study the fixed points, U* (y ) with aU*/as -0. In the HC case, they satisfy a u * rU*+y-+ln 9Y
and in the soft-cutoff (SC) case, we have 2 a u * a 2 u * -[F] -o r u * +y-ay +F Therefore, the rescaled fixed points depend only on one parameter, namely T. The fixed-point Eqs. (4) and (5) must be supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions. For unbinding transitions, one wants to include a hard wall at y -0 and a tail which decays to zero for large y. These boundary conditions lead to a whole line of fixed points ~* ( y ) Â¥u (y 1 a ) with a > 0. For the HC case, the asymptotic behavior of these fixed points is given by5 for small y, and by for large y. For the SC case, asymptotic analysis of (5) leads to for small y, and the same asymptotic behavior as in (7) for large y.
The function p~( a ) for the power-law tail of the fixed points can be obtained by numerical integration of (4) and (5) using (6) and (8) as initial conditions. For small r, the function PL (a) is convex downwards with a unique minimum at aEi,5116 and has two zeros at a-as~ and a = a s l , which correspond to short-ranged fixed points with a Gaussian tail; see (7). Such a convex downwards piece of p~ ( a ) persists to larger values of T. However, as r is increased, the function p~= p~( a ) develops more structure.
First, at a certain value rÃ'r2 it exhibits a point of inflection with zero slope at a = a~2 with a~2 < as!; see Fig. 1 . This point of inflection bifurcates, for r > T ) , into an additional minimum and maximum of pL(a) at OÃ'OE and Â¡' Â£ The new minimum at crÃ'crE moves down with increasing T and starts to intersect the cr axis at r = T S~ > r2; compare Table I . As T is increased even further, another point of inflection with zero slope appears for T-r3, which lies between the minimum and the maximum of the previous bifurcation. This inflection point develops into another pair of extrema of p~( a ) which are located at cr -aE3 and 0~3 ; see Fig. 2 . Now, consider the eigenperturbations, f~( y ) , at the fixed points U* (y governed by for the HC case and by afI a u * afI a2fA 2 -~~+~= 0 (10) [r-$A+~v -a, ay ay for the SC case. For the HC case, fA behaves as5 fi-l / y r v C for small y and as for large y. For the SC case, we find f~( y ) = 1 -(r-Voy2/6 for small y and the same asymptotic behavior as in (1 1) for large y.
Relevant perturbations with a power-law tail c /~~~' would dominate the tail of U*.5 Therefore, we use the boundary condition C =C(V{,a) -0 both for the HC and for the SC case. This condition selects a discrete but infinite set of short-ranged eigenperturbations. For the soft-cutoff ---(SC) scheme. infinite sequence of short-ranged eigenperturbations, this type of bifurcation will go on indefinitely as T is increased towards infinity.
The generic structure of the RG flow for T S~ < T < ~3 is displayed in Fig. 3 . The parameter PL governs the power-law tail of the direct interaction while jAe cqprdinates pi and p2 represent the two short-ranged perturbations with eigenvalues Ki and X2. This three-dimensional (3D) parameter space contains a 2D separatrix between bound and unbound states (see Fig. 3 ) with a line of tricritical transitions which separates a (shaded) region of first-order transitions from an (unshaded) region of second-order transitions.
The RG flow within the 3D parameter space is confined to planes of constant p~; see Fig. 3 . For PL#O, this flow describes the renormalization of those direct interactions, V(z), which decay as V(z -l/zr for large separation z. that the plane defined by p~ -0 has four intersections with the line of fixed points. Thus, the SFL regime is governed, for T S~ < T < TS~, by four short-ranged fixed points with PL -0; compare Eq. (7). 20 The numerical results of the two RGs are compared in Table I . The exponent y-y(asl) =[/311(asl) as displayed in Table I belongs to the short-ranged fixed point U* (y 1 as 1) for critical unbinding within the SFL regime.
It is interesting to note that y(as\) decreases monotonically as a function of T; see Table I . On the other hand, ~y ( a~1 ) increases monotonically with T which implies the specific-heat exponent a -2 -ry(as1 1 zs 0 for T 2 2.
The usual Harris criterion then indicates that frozen disorder within the direct interaction V(z) is irrelevant and does not affect the critical behavior for a = asl. However, The line of fixed points (solid curve) governs (i) unbound states, and (ii) the separatrix for unbinding transitions. The separatrix contains a line of tricritical points which separates a shaded region of first-order transitions from an unshaded region of second-order critical transitions. ""4 .8 k 0.3 and 7 .~2 -4.5 k 0.4, respectively. All estimates are thus consistent with the bound T S~ 2 4, and we conclude that both fluid and polymerized membranes always unbind in a continuous way (within the S F L regime).
As mentioned, membranes with lateral tension are marginally rough and then governed by r=oo which obviously is larger than ~~7 .~2 .
Therefore, such membranes could undergo first-order transitions even in the SFL regime. In fact, the van der Waals attraction now belongs to the weak-fluctuation regime which exhibits first-order transitions as follows from a superposition of the direct interaction V(z) and the fluctuation-induced interaction Vfi(z) -exp( -z/zo). lo Finally, let us assume that the membranes experience an interaction V(z) which exhibits two minima at two finite values of z. Such a situation can be described by V(Z) = H(Z -zo)+c2(z -zoI2+c4(z -zoI4 for small z -ZQ. Within mean-field theory, this interaction implies first-order transitions between two different bound states for H-0 and c2-T-Tc <0, and a critical point at CZ-T -TcmO. Close to Tc, the mean separation (z) behaves as (z) -zo-(Tc -T )~ with the mean-field exponent p -?.
Membrane fluctuations affect the critical behavior just described. In the presence of lateral tension, these fluctuations are governed by an elastic term -(Vz 2, and one is led to study a model which is in the same universality class as the 2D Ising model. This implies a downward shift of Tc and the nonclassical value / 3 = k. For tensionless membranes, the fluctuation effects are even more pronounced but a Peierls-type argument indicates that Tc is still finite which implies the bound /? S k .
